SeaHawks Newsletter
“Anchoring town hockey in Hull, Norwell, and Scituate.”
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The Squirt B2 Blue team, with coach Mark Puzella at the helm, is
lucky to have right winger George Kelly on their squad. George’s
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sport, football. “I’ve been watching this kid develop,” Athletic Director
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Chris Mulllen noted. “Playing football helps his hockey game, and
playing hockey returns the favor for football skills. He’ll make a heck
of a bantam in a few years.” George maintains a friendly demeanor
and is a regular face at all SeaHawks events. Though only a squirt,
it’s obvious to even the casual hockey eye that George Kelly will be
part of the SeaHawks family for a long time.
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Favorite hockey position?
Forward spot—especially right wing!
Favorite hockey rink to play games?
Gallo rink because it’s BIG !!!
Favorite NHL player?
#8 Alex Ovechkin of Washington !!!
Favorite school subject?
Math + = - % # x
Favorite movie of all time?
Spaceballs !!!
Favorite local pizza joint?
Riva in Scituate
Best hockey tournament location?
Can’t wait to play in my first !!!!
Favorite sport other than hockey?
Football—Patriots rule !
Why do you like playing SeaHawks?
It’s fun and has really good coaches !

SeaHawks star George Kelly

Brian Bellucci is a recognizable SeaHawk. Always coaching,
he has also has served the in the capacity of Learn to
Skate, Mites, Squirts, and now Peewee Level Director.
Much volunteer time comes with this responsibility but Brian
hasn’t wavered. Many tournaments, Bruins games, and
SeaHawks fundraisers have been quietly orchestrated
under his watch—along with the tireless assistance of his
lovely wife, Jen. Brian brings experience, enthusiasm, and
leadership to the program. He graciously agreed to this
interview after a productive Tuesday night Bog practice!

SN: What team do you coach?
BB: Peewee A’s
SN: How many kids in the SeaHawks?
BB: Two: Jason is a 2nd year Peewee A
and Matthew is a 2nd year Squirt A
SN: How are the Peewee A’s faring?
BB: We started in the SSC’s lower level
RE division. We played well then jumped
up to the Herman division in November.
The competition level has risen
substantially, which is great for both team
and player development. We’re 3-8 now
but improving each game and look to
finish strong.
SN: What can you detail about skill level
differences between squirt and peewee?
BB: Hockey USA terms the peewee level
as the Golden Age of skill development.
It’s so important to have a solid
foundation from Mites going up, but it’s
the peewee level where everything
comes together both physically and
cognitively. The skill progression I’ve seen
from squirts to peewees is noticeable. It’s
the mental development where a kid
listens and accepts instructions, then…

BB: …. translates that knowledge,
physically, onto the ice. Many of today’s
peewee players have better shots and
stick handling skills than the bantams of
my generation.
SN: What’s your hockey background?
BB: I started playing town hockey at age
5 in central MA. I played for Hudson High
School then at Hamilton College in New
York for a season. I still play men’s
league and pick-up games.
SN: How have “Skills” helped the kids?
BB: They’ve had a tremendous impact.
Not long ago we didn’t have dedicated
attendance. It’s essential for development
and I can see a difference in the play of
kids who attend regularly.
SN: Favorite NHL player of All Time?
BB: #24 Terry O’Reilly
SN: Favorite non-hockey sport
BB: Tackle football
SN: Favorite movie of All Time?
BB: “Dumb and Dumber” and “Slapshot”
SN: Favorite TV show of All Time?
BB: “Arrested Development”

Brian Bellucci interview …
SN: Favorite Pizza Joint?
BB: Regina’s in the North End
SN: Favorite Book?
BB: “Lord of the Rings”
SN: Why the SeaHawks?
BB: Hands down—it’s the
community. We have such great
families that “get it.” Hockey is an
amazing sport and there are so
many options. But, you can’t easily
create what we have—which is a
base of players and families who
are not only participating to learn
the game for improvement—but
want to have fun with neighbors
along the way. SeaHawks is about
family culture as much as hockey.
It’s been an awesome experience
coaching and helping the program
from Learn to Skate all the way to
peewees.

Coach Brian Bellucci

Ask the President !
Ed Smith is our longtime SeaHawks
president that will answer questions in this
segment of the SeaHawks Newsletter !

Question: What is the “Look-up” line all about ?
Ed Smith: The Look-up Line is ice hockey’s version of the warning track.
It’s an orange track that runs along the boards to let players know they are
in the danger zone near the boards. The goal is that players can readily
identify this danger area so they know to have their head up in case of
body contact against the boards. Having their head up greatly reduces the
risk of major neck and spinal cord injuries upon impact. The Look-Up Line
was created by Tom Smith, who suffered two debilitating spinal injuries
while playing ice hockey. Tom’s vision is that eventually all rinks across
North America will install Look-Up Lines, thus dramatically decreasing
serious bodily injury to the head and spinal cord. Currently, many rinks
familiar to the SeaHawks, including Connell in Weymouth, and other DCR
facilities, have already installed the Look-Up Line. Proponents feel this
safety measure is a sensible step in a fast-paced game that constantly
evolves. Opponents counter that kids will misconstrue the line’s meaning
and believe it will be a “safe space” where they can’t get injured. The
SeaHawks support Tom Smith and his thoughtful contribution to making
our game safer!

SeaHawks invade Lake Placid !!!

“Fair Play Award” for sportsmanship
to Peewee B White Team!

Best Shooter: Quinn Simmons
Best Goalie: Adam Long

Old School SeaHawks Can/Am Tourney

